Ask the Doc Questionaire - Linda Carney MD - www.DrCarney.com - 512-295-7877
__________________________________ _______________________ _______________________________
Name
Phone
eMail
My Question is: __________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for understanding that the MD cannot take questions verbalized out loud at any time during
the presentation, due to the HIPAA privacy laws. The reasons for this are complex, but in order to give
you a CORRECT answer, the MD may need to ask you MORE questions of a sensitive nature that
should not be asked in public. Dr. Carney does not wish to embarrass anyone nor violate their privacy.
Please write your questions here and hand these papers in NOW, as soon as possible before the
presentation begins, so that Dr. Carney can try to answer as many questions as possible during
her presentation by pulling slides from her database of answers to common questions. There is no
obligation to put your name on this form, but if Dr. Carney is not able to answer your questions during
our program, she would appreciate your contact information if you will permit her or her assistants
to possibly contact you in the future. Please sign up for a free account at www.Starch‐Smart.com to
leave comments or to gain access to the free recipes. Why not blog about your journey on our site?
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